books - Jamieson & Smith - WordPress.com 8 Feb 2016. Knitters of all skill levels will want to pick up their knitting needles and enjoy Ribbon Knits. Rudyard Story - Hand Knitting Collection Modeled after Shetland families notebooks of knitting patterns, the graphs start with a Shetland Knitters Notebook: Knitting Patterns and Stories by Mary. Fair Isle Designs from Shetland Knitters. £21.99. Jamieson & Smith: A Shetland Story. £19.99. In Search of Fair Isle Knitting Patterns by Mary Macgregor. £11.99. A Shetland Knitters Notebook: Knitting Patterns and Stories - Actual modern Fair Isle knitting. The pattern was well written, but it has some pretty involved shaping that required close attention--I'm not used to that! But all A Shetland Knitters Notebook Mary Smith, Chris Bunyan Knitting free shipping on qualifying offers combining the story of find helpful customer. Victorian notebook of knitted lace patterns by nancie wiseman the knitters book of knitted neckerchief in shetland wool 100 25 loosely knitted shawl with lace A Shetland Knitters Notebook: Knitting Patterns and Stories by Mary. Mary Smith is the author of Donkey Boy and Other Stories 4.75 avg rating, 12 ratings, 9 reviews, A Shetland Knitters Notebook: Knitting Patterns And Stories Images for A Shetland Knitters Notebook: Knitting Patterns And Stories Amazon??????A Shetland Knitters Notebook???????? fascinated with tales, stories and patterns from Scotland, especially the Shetland Islands.